
Validations in Webforms

Data entered is checked against a set of rules and errors are displayed to the user. There are 2 levels of errors:

- Basic: The error must either be corrected or a justification must be written. Typical ‘Basic’ errors are Totals which might not sum-up to 
the detailed data but have to be accepted as is. If the user decides to accept the error he has to write a justification why.

- Critical: The error must be corrected. Typical ‘Critical’ errors are for instance ‘Mandatory fields’: Either a value has to be entered or the 
field has to be flagged as ‘M’ with a written justification like in a ‘Basic’ error.

Both errors prevent an ‘Official Transfer’ of the Webforms, but the data may always be saved for later correction. 

Hints:

Errors are displayed in the ‘Error list’ and the corresponding fields are higlighted in LIGHT RED for ‘Critical’ and in ‘DARK BLUE’ for 
‘Basic’. Clicking on any error in the list sets the cursor directly to the field in error.

Unfortunately Webforms is not able for the time being to show differences in calculated versus entered Totals.  

The decimal separator is the ‘Point’(.), there is NO separator for thousands: ‘130,000’ will pop-up an ‘invalid’ message and ‘130.000’
will be stored as ‘130’. 

Decimal figures entered are displayed rounded to the unit specified at the top of the forms, but data storage and calculations are 
always done with a precision of up to 5 decimals. This is especially important to consider for totals calculated and checked. Best 
practice is to stick to the specified unit to avoid any trouble.

When opening an empty Webforms all possible ‘Basic’ and ‘Critical’ errors for ‘Mandatory Fields’ are displayed at once and disappear 
progressively during data entry whereas errors messages for voluntary fields appear only if the data entered into the field generates an 
error. This is unfortunately due to how Webforms is implemented.

For instance a ‘Critical’ error for a ‘Mandatory Field’ disappears as soon as you have entered a valid figure into that field and a ‘Basic’
error disappears the same way when the rule governing the field is deemed valid.

As a rule of thumb, just enter all your data and then check for remaining errors. Errors may only disappear when all fields related are 
valid due to interdependencies between fields which are verified only at a later stage in the entry process.

If your data is stored in exact the same layout in Excel as in Webforms you may ‘copy and paste’ all your data directly into Webforms.    



Critical: You have to correct this error 
otherwise you  will not be able to transmit the 

Webforms

Basic: You have to correct this error or give a 
justification why you accept this error otherwise you 

will not be able to transmit the Webforms

Error List
Reference: Field where the error 
occurred
Rule: What kind of error occured
Level: Seriousness of the error
Justification: Field where you may 
enter a justification for the error, just 
start typing in your justification

Column B Row 12

Fields with ‘Critical’ errors 
are displayed in Red

Fields with ‘Basic’ Errors are 
displayed in Dark Blue

Click on the error to go directly to the 
field in error



Example of a filled Webforms

For table_one there is one ‘basic’ error remaining 
which in this case has been justified


